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CHAPTER I 

THE INTRODUCTION�THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 

Visions of far away places, qua,int people with odd customs and pagan 

gods fill our minds when we use the phrase "mission field". Gray Hawk, Ann

V'ille, Amay1 Madras, Chiapas and countless other names flash across our minds. 

Throughout the midwest, mission fests are held each year for the purpose of 

hearing inspiring messages from devout men and giving a special opportunity 

for contributing tangible gifts that others might hear the gospel. The old 

and young belieYers who contribute generous)Jr are frequent]¥ so intent upon 

those far away places that they miss a mission field growing within their own 

church--within their own homes. It is the mission field of adolescence�the 

youth within their own church and denomination who are drifting away from the 

church. 

Some will reel back, shocked to think of classifying the youth of today 

as a mission field of the church along with the efforts among those who have 

never heard the gospel. It came as a shock to the writer also, for originally 

this was to be a study of adolescence as the age of decision. However, the 

voluue of facts available for such a study indicated tha.t the greatest problem 

is to bring the message to the youth. Once the message is heard the decision 

will be forth coming. 

I. THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the problem. In discussing the summer program with the 

consistory of the church to whic� the writer had been assigned, the following 

suggestion was made: "I guess if you do nothing else for us this summer, if 

you can get our young people to make confession and join church, we could ask 

no �ore." Upon further questi0ning it was indicated that no one bad made 

confession in the four years prior to the discussion. 



The idea that universal existence of such a condition within the 

Christian Church would result in the eventual total destruction of the 

Christian program, caused the writer .to become interested in the problem to 

determine if it were peculiar to the locale in which he was serving or 

prevalent throughout the American Church. 

Importance. of� study. Organisms and organizations which do not 

propagate themselves ultimately become non-existent. The rule of propagation 

governing organizations is the teaching and indoctrination of yout�. 

Biblically it can be stated in the proverb: 

Train up a child in the way he should go and when he is 
old, he will not depart from it.l 

Failure to carry out this injunction has presented the Church with the 

possibility of a two fold failure, unless remedial measures are undertaken to 

stem the tide of youth ignoring the ehurch. The first danger is  the ultimate 

extinction of the local or American Church because it will not reproduce its 

membership through the vitality and vision of youth. The second is a direct 
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product of the first, the failure of the mission program for world evangeli�a-

tion due to lack of finances and interest. Thus it is of great importance 

that a thorough study of the problem and possible solutions be made to stem 

this existing tide which could well lead to self extinction. 

II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 

Before the problem can be stated and discussed intelligently, certain 

terms must be defined, in order that they may convey the same meaning for the 

reader and the writer. 

lproverbs 22 :6. 



Adolescence. Garrison defines adolescence as, 

That period of life during which maturity is being attained.2 

As such it is nothing new. However, moderri streamlined civilization, with 

its ever increasing educati-0nal demands and economic pattern has produced a 

prolonged period of adolesoen.ce. Most primitive tribes know nothing of such 

a period. When the young boy or girl matures sexually,. they are immediately 

accepted as equals with the adults. 

This is not true in modern civilization where an individual of twelve 

or fourteen. is considered a child. Many b usiness propositions are not open 

·to an individual unt.il he reaches the age of eighteen and some not until 

twenty one or a.college degree is obtained. Thus the phenomenon of 

adoleseence as it exists today is comparatively new. 

Ligon makes this comparative description: 

Biologically, adolescence is exactly as it has always been. 
Human nature cannot be changed in that sense, but the adjustment 
problems of adolescence never existed before except in very 
rare instances. Even our grand'.-parents went directly from 
childhoOd into maturity through the medium of marriage. Within 
the last two generations the period of adolesceooe has increased 
from one or two to ten or fifteen years. Let those who hark 
back to the good old days for methods of child training keep in 
mind that here is an instance, in America at least, in which 
human nature has been changed. A whole new epoch has been 
added to it; namely, adolescence.5 

These are descriptive suggestiona of the age which we are defining. 

The actual years Y.ary according to the psychologist. In the present 

discussion we shall consider adolescence as the period. of life during which 

2Karl c. Garrison, The Psychology of Adolescence (New York: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1946) p.11. -

0Ernest M. Ligon, Their Future Is Now (New York: The MacMillan Company, 
1945) p. 258. 
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maturity is being attained, between the ages of elevea and twenty three. We 

arrive at this conclusion °bJ' accepting Cole's age limits of nineteen through 

twenty one,4 and then adding two years at both ends of the range to allow 

for maturity differences within individuals. 

The Church. Since the problem of dealing with adolescence seems to be 

universal, our use of the term "church" will apply to the Church Universal, 

not to a particular denomination. However, it must also be remembered that 

this study is made with the Reformed Church in America ilil mind. All the 

discussion is considered vital to her future, though the statistics are not 

from her membership records. 

III. SOURCES AND PURPOSE 

Statistical Sources. The two studies from which most of the statistics 

were taken are "Elmtown's Youth115 and "Religious Beliefs of Youth11.6 The 

former is a study made by A. B. Hollingshead during the early part of the 

nineteen forties, to prove the thesis that 

The social behavior of adolescents appears to be related 
functionally to the position their families occupy in the 
social structure of the community.7 

All data were assembled in "Elmtawn" from personal, documentary and 

4tuella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, 
Inc., 1942 ) p. 6. 

5August B. Hollingshead, Elmtown's Youth (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 1949 ) . 

6Murray G. Ross, Religious Beliefs .2f. Youth (New York: Association 
Press, 1950) . 

7Hollingshead, .QE• cit., p. 9. 





three will contain a discussion of the causes which have helped produce the 

problem and the final chapter will present a constructive program for 

solving the problem which confronts the church. 

6 



CHAPTER II 

A DESCRIPTION OF ADOLESCENT LIFE 

A primary cause for failure in meeting the challenge of adolescence is an 

inadequate understanding of the tremendous scope this period of life embraces. 

It is a period when the individual is molded physically, spiritually and 

morally, both for the present and the far reaching future. Frequently it has 

been regarded as a period to be tolerated while eagerly anticipating the 

approaching adulthood when one can really start accomplishing the worthwhile 

in life. Actually it is the age when life is plj.able. Proper guidance and 

instruction in these years can be the means of producing the type of men and 

women who will be wort� citizens of the state, but more than that--Christian 

citizens. 

Pbysical:cy- it is a period of great change. Weight increases more between 

the ages of twel.ve and seventeen than during the ten preceding years. This 

may not seem important, yet it can create great problems. If the addition of 

this weight is so rapid that the individual becomes "fat", or is so slow that 

the individual becomes "skinny", it can become a serious problem to the 

adolescent. ·witness the fact that last year a youth in the Muskegon, Michigan, 

area took his life. Part of the blame was attaobed to the fact that he was 

"skinny" and his schoolmates never permitted him to forget it. Failure to 

recognize the importance of this change during adolescence and the role it 

assumes in the individuals' attitudes can cause difficulty in dealing with 

youth . Such individua1s have been known to seek popularity by indulging in 

immoral practices or overemphasizing some activity to compensate for social 

ostracism from youthful society. 

The appetite increases greatly during this period and many youths pass 
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of adolescence, and do not cover the broad field such as the descriptions in 

the previous paragraphs. However, they do present some constructive evidence 

of general attitudes. 

Hollingshead's report seems to indicate that in early adolescence, all 

claim belief in God and feel they are Christian even though at that compara

tively early age, 9% are either unable or refuse to name a church with which 

they or their parents are affiliated. It is more interesting to note that 

when these claimed church affiliations were · matched against the membership 

rolls of each church, the Sunday School record books, rosters of Young People's 

Organizations and information supplied by the ministers, it was found t�t 21% 

were not on any church list or known by the ministers. An additional 50% were 

on such lists but it was clearly evident they had dropped out of all such 

activities. It would seem then that 51% of these high school students did not 
.. 

participate in any church activity.l other checks taken indicate quite 

decisively that the Middle Class of people supply the greatest number of these 

active members· and that more_girls than boys are included in the active 

group.2 Since the tendency is for.1 the lower income group to have the greater 
. - \ 

number of children, it can be imagined that a vast field of youth are com

pletely outside the influence of the church. 

'J'urning to the college level, we find a slight difference. Having passed 

out of the controlling influence of the home, by going to college or reaching 

the independent age of eighteen or nineteen, it is noted that church attendance 

or participation in religious activities lessens. In the Y. M. c. A. study 

1Holling13head, ..QE• cit., p. 248-250. All figures from this report. 

2Ibid., p. 468. Table XVI. 
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it was found that 55.2% of the 18-21 age group attended church weekly or more 

often, compared with 49.6% of the 22-25 age group, and 58.6% of the 26-29 age 

group. On the reverse side of the ledger it works the same way. 24.6% of 

the 18-21 group did not attend at all, or only once or twice, as compared 

with 25.9% and 52.8% of the older groups. Again, a considerably larger 

proportion of women attended th.am did men.5 Quite definitely it can be seen 

that only a small portion of this later adolescent group is interested or 

vitally concerned with the church and here too, it seems that it is the middle 

class which supplies the vast majority of interested youth. 

T he  above statistics, limited as they are indicate that within the 

adolescent group, even from early adolescence, throughout the entire span of 

years, there is a serious ls.ck of interest in religious activities. If upwards 

of 50% of the high school students in a given community ai:e not affiliated 

with the church, how can we hope that large numbers will be miraculously 

associated with it at a later date. 

No figures are quoted to indicate whether the children of Christian or 

nominally Christian parents are numbered among those not associated with the 

church. However, personal experience would seem to indicate that where youth 

grow up in a community where 50% of their daily associates are in no way 

interested in the Church or when a so called Christian program has so many 

participants in its activities for purely recreational purposes with no 

thought for the church, the church will annually lose youth unless she has a 

vital, Spirit-filled program for youth. If this statement is not acceptable 

to some, it must be admitted that the church has failed to make her youth 

,, 

IRoss, op. cit., pp. 55- 59. Section entitled: "Church Attendance". 



conscious of the power of Christ within human life. The early Christians 

at Ephesus, having bec�ne conscious of that power, accepted it and turned 

the city upside dovm, for Christ.4 Paul, filled with the power of Christ 
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did the same thing even as a prisoner. 5 That many youth have not experienced 

the power of Christ within their lives is i ndicated by the attitude of 

servicemen in World War II. Chapels were the smallest buildings on tpe base. 

Post Exchanges and beer gardens covered several times the area of chapels 

and theaters were large auditoriums. The "no atheists" in fox holes 

have returned home pledged to serve the Lord, and in many instance� do so 

through V.F.W. picnics and parades on the Lord's Day. Pulled away from their 

Christian faith because it was not strttig like their faith in a good time and 

the popularity of going along w:ith the crowd, they have lost sight of God and 

His plan of sa.lvatien. Instead of the Christian.s setting the world upside 

down; those forces opposed to Christia nity, . even within our own land have 

turned it upside down. 

In many places within America, the church is having an extremely 

difficult time of being the leaven within the community. This being true, it 

must be admitted that the church is failing her mission within her own home 

field . Many of these churches· are attended only by "older" people in the 

point of years. From such situations and the figures quoted, it would seem 

th9.t this has been proiuced by a failure to meet the demands of youth. Under 

such indictments, can it be· denied that the basic mission field of the church 

is adolescence? It must be remembered that each Christian family must 

4Acts l9. 

5 Acts 24-28. 
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produce at least two Christian children for the church to maintain even a 

status quo. This can onzy be accompld.shed if the church fulfills her mission 

to youth. 

Such is a picture of adolescence. It must be kept in mind as we turn 

to a discussion of the underlying causes which have produced this condition 

and as an attemp� is made to lay a foundation for a program correcting this 

problem. 



CHAPTER III 

UNDERLYING CAUSES OF FAILURE 

The natural reaction to a description such as given above is to seek the 

fundamental causes which have produced it. Underlying the entire problem is 

the understanding of the youth included within adolescence. The paramount 

objective of the church has been to indoctrinate youth with denominationalism 

rather than Christianity. It bas been satisfied to teach its own particular 

catechism, its own interpretation of certain passages of Scripture to prove 

doctrinal positions, feeling that this alone was involved in propagating 

Christianity. The result has bee:n that when these young people leave the 

sheltered life of the community or church wherein these views were held by 

all or at least 1:u" a majority, they are suddenly confronted with countless 

individuals who disagree. Their faith is contested. The old catechism doesn't 

seem to have all the answers. They are amazed to find that others have 

different views, different interpretations of some passages of Scripture, or 

different doctrinal emphasis. In the twinkling of an eye, the foundations 

built upon the dogmatic presentation of the principles of faith are destroyed. 

The logical reasoning of the world sounds more convincing than the tenets of 

faith presented in the home church as the last word. 

Many youth programs have been designed according to what adults thin!t 

youth should have in order to propagate the church, rather than �hat the 

attitudes and mind of youth demands. This is not intended to suggest that the 

demands of youth should dictate the entire program. It does mean that those 

who plan and organize programs for youth must have an adequate knowledge of 

the age groups with which they are dealing. Such knowledge must include the 

capabilities and fields or interest of these youth. To some this may seem 

f oolishness1 feeling that in their day the catechism was sufficient. In 



dealing with this situation, Cox makes this significant statement: 

Sources which furnished a basis for assured authority for 
the faith of young people in other generatLons are inadequate 
for students with the background and perspective of today's 
world. Or perhaps it would be better to say that the 
sources are still adequate, but the explanation and 
presentation of them in terms of the ni neteenth century are not.l 

It is strange indeed that we find ourselves the victim of a "pagan" 
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concept which our missionaries have been battling against for years in China. 

That concept is ancestor worship. One of the far reaching effects of ancestor 

worship was that it forestall
.
ed progress. What was good enough for the father 

was good enough for the children. That is exactly the same thing that occurs 

in our churches upon many occasions•. The methods of our f orefa the rs were very 

effective in winning souls to Chri�t and in building strong Christians, able 

to withstand much persecution and hardship. History will prove that. The 

positions these people found themselves in allowed them to produce such great 

documents as the great confessions and catechisms. 

The sourae of these is not in error, nor are the documents. They lived 

for the people who wrote them because they come from real life. So must the 

presentation of truth and gospel today. It must live in terms of the 

twentieth century. It must speak to the present in 1terms of vital living, 

pertinent to present situations and conditions. We need not discard the old. 

It is good, but we must take the truth it contains and put it into a seed 

form that can be planted in the souls of youth today. This can only be done 

through adapting it to the needs of today. 

lNorman W. Cox, Youth's Return to Faith (Philadelphia.: The Judson Press, 
1958) p. 5. 



We can play the tune "It was good enough for Dad, and its good enough 

for me" as long as we like,. and perhaps feel a little more pious because of 

our implicit faith in the power of God to work through these instruments 

which have been so effective in the pa.st. However, it might be well to face 

cold hard facts. Ti.mes have changed even though the Word of God has not. 

16 

There have been many new attractions added in the last twenty years to entice 

people, especially young people, away from the church. Time was when the 

y�uth spent long hours in the field or home, with their only recreation coming 

from association with family and church. Transportation was difficult. 

Everythi� was localized. Today with shorter hour.s and fast transportation 

things have become individualistic. Traveling fifty miles for purposes of 

recreation means nothing. Leisure hours have to be filled. More adolescents 

enroll in high school, opening new possibilities, new contacts, new fields of 

recreation. High schools have continually expanded their curriculum of extra 

activities t o  include almost every phase of life. So busy are these students 

that their lives revolve about the school rather than the home or church. 

In citing an example, Ligon relates this incident. 

One high school sophomore in reporting her activitaes 
indicated that she was a member of fourteen different 
high school organizations which, on the average, met 
once a week. When all these are added to the curriculum 
of her school work, her athletic responsibilities, her 
other social obligations, her church activities and the 
"must" mwies, one wonders how she finds time to eat and 
sleep, much less time to think.2 

2Ligon, ..2£!_ cit., p. 259. 
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the children from the homes with no church interest that comprise this per

centage. 

In the Y.M.C.A. study of about 2,000 individuals, of which 80.9% were 

single, the following practices prevailed in the homes in which they lived. 

There was no family worship in 86.7% of the homes and in 75.1% of the homes, 

a blessing at meal time was not c1istomary.s Religious activity is thus 

relegated entire� to the church and is not carried into the daily activity 

of the home in the vast majority of cases. The tendency is to make religion 

an extra curricular activity rather than a vital,. life giving, guiding 

principle. 

This attitude is also carried over into private life, for we find that 

51.2% of the protestants questioned did not read their Bibles at all during 

the previous six months, and that 41.2% had read them only once or twice.6 

In the matter of prayer the figures are just as revealing. Again it was 

based on the past six months and the statistics quoted are limited to the 

Protestants questioned. 14.4% did not pray at all, and 18.0% prayed only 

once or twice. 7.5% prayed several times and 51.5% prayed daily.Y These 

individuals were taken from all sections of life and asked the same questions. 

The figures quoted w�uld tend to bear out the idea that homes which do not 

believe in family worship and similar religious practices associated with 

Christianity, tend to educate their children in a disregard for such practices 

which in time relegates religion to the same status in life as any other club 

5Ross, .QE.:. cit., p. 6.9. (Tables 50 and 31). 

6 Ibid., P• 69. (Table �9). 

7Ibid • ..1. p. 61. (Table 26). 
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or organization�something to join for possible benefits received. 

With such a lack of interest, it is no wonder that the you�h are growing 

up with an attitude· of indifference. The home, in the busy world, has passed 

the task gleefully on to the church, and in many instances the church has made 

an academic exercise out of t�
. 

program by giving it to the school system. 

Neither can supplant the home, or give the warmth and love, the motivating 

power of life and love which can be put into such training in the home. 

Psychologists are quite ready to admit that the power of the home in 

determining the future values of youth are undeniably the strDngest possible 

and can be supplanted by no other institution. In the light of this, how can 

we hope to have the youth of the church interested, if the parents and home 

are not, and will not assist by instilling such religious desires in the 

y0uth through practice and life. 

One glaring area in which the church has failed to meet the challenge 

of youth is its apparent inability t o  cross the class system which silently 

exists in American circles. Many will deny that such a system exists, yet 

facts prove otherwise. Inability to cross national lines bas also led to a 

similar failure. All this may sound strange, but if one turns to the Biblical 

narrative of Christ's dealings with men and women, ·it is readily observable 

that Christ crossed all lines of social and natural demarcation which His 

people bad raised in attempted snobbery and ultra purification. It will also 

be recalled that as the Spirit guided the ear� leaders, He led them across 

national and social lines, as in the case of Peter with the vision of the 

clean and unclean animals;a Paul's Macedonian call;9 and the Jerusalem 

8Acts 10:1-48. 

9Acts 16:9-10. 
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Council which opened the gates to all nations.10 

Even upon such a background we find that the present age has been unable 

to master the technique or follow such guiding. Denominations have·orten 

remained national affairs, in many instances, fearful lest another group 

would contaminate their pure doctrine. Clmrches within denominations have 

become exclusive and refer everyone below a certain social level to the chapel 

around the corner. In our haste we have even forgotten our mission to the 

poor and needy, and willingly permitted such people to become the wards of the 

county. 

Proof that such is the case is presented by Hollingshead. In describing 

the various social classes· found in the city studied, the following summary of 

church affiliation can be gleaned. All "Class I" famalies belong to a church, 

almost all in the Federated Church, alth0ugh they are very irregular in 

attendance. Almost every "Class II" family is affiliated with or active in 

church work of some kind, and are considered the real dependable workers. 

This group is predominant.ly Protestant (91%), with a heavy concentration in the 

Federated Chlutch, (60%) and the Methodist Church (20%). The rest are split 

equally between the Raman Catholic Church and all other Protestant Churches.11 

The Roman Catholics and Lutherans claim large bloc.ks of "Class III" 

famlil.ies due to the connection between ethnic backgrotmd and religious 

affiliation. Those attending the Protestant Churches prefer the Federated and 

Methodist Churches, with a few in the Baptist fold. The low prestige assigned 

to the Free Methodist, Pentecostal, and Church of God groups repels this group 

10Acts 15. 

llHollingshead, ..QE.!. cit., pp. 84-95. 
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of people affiliating with them.12 

In discussing the religious affiliation of "Class IV", the difficulty 

encountered is attributed to three factors: (1) etlmic sub groups more closely 

tied to the church than to the 'American' stock; (2) problem of claimed 

religious affiliation versus actual participation, and (5) the avoildance of 

religious participation in some churches by "Class IV" persons, whereas 

pe�ple from the same stratum are active in others.15 Conclusions reached 

indicate that people in this class either shunned or embraced religion with 

ent:tnisiasm. Those who claim affiliation but are members in spirit only, are 

scattered throughout all the churches with proportionate1¥ more found in the 

Federated and Methodist Churches, than in the lower ranking Protestant 

Churches. Individuals of this group more or less active in religious affairs 

are concentrated in the Lutheran, Catholic, and low ranking Protestant groups. 

Proportionalzy, this class is not as active as the higher class.14 

"Class V" religious ties are either very tenuous or non-existent. One 

woman epitomized the situation with the following description: "The 'Everyone 

Welcome' signs in front of the churches should add 'except people like us'� 

We're not wanted.1115 According to the survey she was right, for some congre

gations and ministers did not want them. Ministers in the high prestige circle 

did not encourage attendance since they knew members of the congregation 

resented.it. Those who are church workers (5%) are in the Pentecostal, Pilgrim 

12Ibid., 

l3Ibid.a 

14Ibid.1 

15Ibid.1 

pp. 95-102 
• 

p. 107. 

PP• 102-110. 

p. 117. 
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Holiness, and Church of God c <l'.lgregation s ,  that meet in abandoned store s ,  

lofts and private homes .  Even the Free Methodists, composed largely of Class 

IV faa:Llies do n ot  welcome such contact with them . 16 

On the surface it may seem justifiable to have such divisions , for all 

feel s omewhat out of place when traveling in a different " s oc ial strata" . 

Possibly it would be justifiable if all had an equal opportunity to hear the 

g ospe l .  But the s ituation leads to a more devastating .evil within the various 

churches .  Natura� there is a mingling of the classes within the church 

act ivity . The n et result seems to be that in youth act ivities ,  a church must 

have several organizations , each c overing the same territory in a sense , but 

attended exclus.ively by members of a given social c lass . This was indicated 

in the case of the. Methodist Church in Hollingshead ' s  report . An attempt to 

c anbine two groups failed because of class difference . By mutual agreement, 

certain posit ions were held by members of certain social classes . Under 

such circurostances ,  bow can youth be taught that all men are brothers in · 

Christ ?17 

The ehurch has also failed to meet the challenge of youth in its 

min istry . If individuals have a legal problem, they go to a lawyer .  I f  a 

y oung person has a problem in science , the science teacher supplies the 

answer . Problems in the field of athletics find their solution in the 

c oach ' s office .  Accordingly , religious problems should find their solution 

in the min ister ' s  study . Yet , by their own admiss ion, the minister ' s  of 

"Elmtown" indicated t hat adolescents do not c ome t o  them with problems because 

16 Ibid . • I pp. 110-120 . 

17Ibid . ,  pp . 254-255. 
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theY be lieve they will be condemn ed rather than under sto od. Why do they feel 

that way ?  Because mini ster s are "intere sted in traditional other-worldly 

value s  associated with the Christian religion rather than w ith the views and 

values of adolescents" � 
18 In plain language this mean s that the youth of the 

church know what the chur ch traditionally legislates �gain st . Realizing they 

aan expect no sympathy from the minister if they tran sgress one dot of thi s  

law, regardle s s  of the r eason for the tran sgression o r  the human reason behind 

the law , they maintain a gap between the ir lives and the minister. Frequently 

they dro p  out of church activities ,  in order to maintain class pre st ige rather 

than to continually hide fr om the min ister and the dictates of the church. 

After de scribing a situation existing in the Lutheran Chur ch of "Elmtown (" ,  

a church where dancing was condemned and roller skating permitted �f done in 

a rink o perated by a Lutheran in another community--a rink which was notoriou s 

and considered by all else the toughest place in the vicinity, even though an 

excellent rink was in o peration in "Elmtown " , it was pointed ou t that the 

minister did not know about the reputation since if the people told him, the 

youth wou ld have been denied t heir f inal privalege of recreation • • It i s  the 

s tanding joke of the community and t he  minister is bewildered at the re su lts 

" hi s "  recreation al advi ce i s  having on the youth of the church.
19 

Thi s  tendency to kee p  things from the mini ster or to solve ones own 

problems in a manner other than "by traditional religiou s methods" was also 

indicated in the Y.M. C . A .  study . First each per son was asked w hat they 

con sidered to be their greatest problem at that moment . The answer s delved 

18
Ibid . ,  P •  260. 

19Ibid., pp. 262-26 5. 
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into most spheres of life. Many of these problems could have been solved 

through a personal relationship with Jesus Christ . However, when these same 

individuals were asked where they would seek help in solving these problems , 

it was found that only 4.7% chose counseling with their minister or any 

minister . Lumping all these problems and answers together, it was found that 

71.9% would attempt a solution through thought, study, and discussion. 25. 8% 

would rely on so called "religious" methods of prayer, church attendance,  

Bible reading or talking with ministers . 20 

Now it is true that even Christians advocate thought before running 

down the minister's door with every problem, and so the figures are not 

conclusive . But they do indicate a very great reluctance among youth to 

consult the ministry or employ their Christianity in the solution of life ' s  

_ problems. Much of this can be attributed to the loss of faith in the church 

and the ministry on the part of youth. Although much has conspired to 

produce this, the reluctance on the part of the church and tne ministry to 

consider the over all position of youth has helped produce this situation. 

All has aided the church in its failure to meet the challenge of youth and 

thus placed youth in the peculiar position of being the basic -mission field 

of the church. 

In brief it can be said that t� failure of parents , the home , the church, 

the ministers in relation to adolescents , plus the ever present paradox between 

the lofty life Christ prescribes for His followers and the life many of His 

followers live, all have contributed greatly to the drawing away of youth from 

the path o� life eternal to the road of self elevation and destruction. 

20Rosa, ..212.!. cit., p. 98. 



CHAPI'ER IV 

SUGGESTED POINTS FOR CORRECTION AND CONCLUSION 

T o  assume that one has t he perfect s olut ion for a problem so important 

and far reaching would be an eg otistical error . Yet from the study which bas 

been undertaken, it is clear that c orrective measures are necessary . What 

direction should these . assum e ?  V�hile the discussion which follows will not 

be all inclusive , any program of c orrection should include consideration of 

the following four points .  First , a reconsideration of the min ister l s  part in 

the program and educational requirements necessary to prepare him for the 

task. Second , an expansion of the church related c ollege program to prepare 

laymen for the task of direct ors of religious education . Third, · a thorough 

study made of the present curriculum and an attempt made to orientate it 

upon the family unit basis rather than the present graded or international 

lesson basis . Fourth, in t he realm of all ages 1 and especially with 

adolescents , to make the program speak to the over all life situat ion of the 

pupils .  

The position of the minister � his requirements . Murch, ' in discus sing 

the r elation of the minister to the relig ious education program , makes this 

introductory comment: 

An effect ive educational program in the local c hurch i s  
largely dependent upon the friendly attitude and active 
partic ipation of the minister . l 

Later he adds : 

It is neither wise n or expedient that the minister give an 
unusual proportion of his time to this function, but he 
certaihly should not neglect it . 2  

1James DeForest Murch, Christian Education and the Local Churc h  
( Cincinnat i :  The Staniard Publishing Co . ,  1943)7. W. 

2 Ibid ., p. 215 . 
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From these · statements it is evident that the minister has an important part 

to play in the program and that the program can readily absorb too much of his 

t ime . 

In many churches the minister is the organi zer and main teacher in the 

educational program . In all cases his influence i s  strong and his opinions 

are highly regarded·. He is perhaps the most powerful single influence in the 

program . Upon leaving the Seminary to as sume such a position , many of these 

men have had only a three hour c ourse embrac ing the theory , history and program 

of religious education .  In c omparison ,  a public school teacher needs at least 

twenty hours of educational c ourses, plus attendance in summer sessions at 

frequent intervals t o  maintain a teaching cert ificat e .  No one c omplains that 

these requirements are. too strict, and yet when it comes . to the important 

phase Qf religious education, we are willing to entrust the bulk of the 

pvogram to one who has spent at best only a few hours in a very sketcjly 

cour s e  dealing with educational principles .  

T o  suggest that t he  Seminary s tudents should crowd more hours into an 

already crowded program of three y ears does not seem logical . However, it is 

not illogical to suggest that Seminary requirements be broadew and along with 

the required Greek, add six or e ight hour s of education courses in t he pre

seminary training. Such courses should be taken in a depa:btment of religious 

educat ion if available . If n ot ,  they should be taken in the regular department 

of education • . The point is, each man entering Seminary would have a background 

of the principles and theorie s involved in the education of y outh .  The time 

alloted to religious educat ion in the Seminary could then be concentrated on 

definite programs, rather than spending two t hirds of the t ime in trac ing the 

history and psychology of education . 

It would seem that the day has . come for e�pansion in many Seminaries . 
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Some have already taken the step. Those that haven ' t  should give it sincere 

consideration. The expansion c onsists in adding a chair of religious 

education. With some adjustment , it could be made sufficiently important to 

command a full time professor . Naturally, this expansion will increase the 

cost of operation, but one must also consider the cost to the church and the 

Kingdom if the step is not taken. By add:ing such a chair, besides changing 

the entrance requirements with regard to education courses ,  adequate 

instruction could be given to future ministers in the planning and preparation 

of a vital, liv:ing program or religious education. 

Such a program would have a wholesome affect upon the church, by placing 

a new emphasis upon the educational program, and by making the minister aware 

of the potent arm he has to serve him .  Having acquired an understanding of 

the educational program, he can maintain an active interest in the program 

without destroying his preaching and shepherding ministry . It will also open 

his eyes to  the strengths and dangers of proposed programs, giving him 

opportunity to make decisions based upon knowledge rather than expediency. 

Expansion ..2f � church related college program . This area of 

correction involves the laymen .  Murch points out "that the primary emphasis 

of an effective ministry must be given to, first, the preaching of the gospel; 

secondly, the shepherding of the fl.ock; and thirdly, administration of the 

church' s  functions11 • 5 With such a program imposed upon him, it is difficult 

in many situations for the minister to  find sufficient time to perform all 

these functions properl;y". The addition of a Director of Religious F.ducation 

to the church staff is frequently a happy solution to the problem, if a 

3Murch1 ..2E.:, cit ., P• 215. 





attendance .  Now suppose this idea is carried over into the entire realm of 
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religious education, but in addition to having a night when the entire family 

gathers , the curriculum bec omes family centered . Parents would pledge to 

remain at Sunday School as well as having their children attend . The church 

might be on the way to s olving its problem . 

Ca�ry this program a s tep farther as advocated by such men as Fallaw and 

Munro, and the parents would be questioned c oncerning the enrollment of their 

c hildren in the C.lmn.ch School, if they did not also attend.s Lest there be 

m isunderstanding, let it be understood that no child would ever be turned 

away from the Church School because parents were not - enrolled •. But after the 

child er youth had been in attendance for some time , a sincere effort �hould 

be made to enroll the parents also, and cause them to give good reason why 

they should not participate in the educational program of the church .  

After all, t he  Reformed Church in America and others , do not accept for 

baptism children of parents who are not members because it is felt that the 

vows of baptism can not and will not be met by people outs ide the church. 

Since we do not believe in baptism for purely superstitious reasons , there is 

no reason t o  baptize children of parents who are not in a position to carry 

out the vows made . One of these VONS is to instruct the children in the 

doctrines of the church and in the ways of the Lord . How can the church carry 

out its part in this education if the parents do not cooperate or set a 

definite pattern of non cooperation in the home ? 

At the present time perhaps they have a legitimate answer when they claim 

that the lessons have nothing to do with the education of the youth, and that 

Swesner Fallaw 1 The Modern Parent §:!.ll! � Teaching Church (New York: The 
MacMillan Company , 1946) p .  94-95. 



many of the adult cla.ssew become a mere discussion about points of doctrine 

between the teacher and one or two member s  of the c lass . This could be 

c orrected in a measure if a family centered curriculum were introduced . 

Dr . Munro suggests th.at such a curricul� should be based on the following : 

(1)  that these materials be provided for use in family groups , 
( 2 )  that these materials be guaged to the various kinds of 
tamilies--the childless family ,  the family with only preschool 
children ,  the family with grade school children , and the family 
with only adolescent children , and ( 5 )  that the family 
curriculum be correlated with content material both in public 
school and in graded church school . 7 

While it is not mandatory to accept all these suggestions , they focus the 

attent ion on a s tarting point from which one can move in preparation of an 

adequate program . 
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It was stressed in the beginning th.at for adolescents this was · a period 

when they were searc hing for the great truths of religion and trying to make 

t hem stand t he test of the world in which they lived . It was also a time to 

decide life vocations . Take adolescents as an example . Suppose a class of 

adolescents are discussing a Sunday School less on with regards to some 

doctrine . At the same time their parents are discussing the same lesson with 

an idea ' not only to increase their own wisdom, but also as to how they can 

make this doctrine live for their c hildren in the present s ituation . It 

would allow t he parents and adolescents to make preparation together, and 

after class time to work . out a c onclusion from both the parental and youth 

point of view. 

A s imilar program could be worked out for all ages . This would once more 

place the home and famil;y" in the center of the educational program of the 











I would there were no age between ten· and three and twenty , 
or that youth would sleep out the rest; for there is nothing 
in the between but getting wenches with child , wronging the 
ancientry, stealing·, fighting . 18 

57 

If the church meets the challenge and trusts in the Spirit for d irection 

and leadership � providing youth with the opportunity to meet the Christ 

and learn His answer for life ' s  problems ,  then you will say with Paul--"For 

me to live is Christ" .  

18william Shakespeare , Winter ' s  Tale, Act III, Scene III. 
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